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When it comes to safety, Ben Spiers knows 
his stuff.  
 

He’s Head of Safety and Compliance at 
London Biggin Hill Airport, as well as being 
Co-Chair of the Airport Operators Association 
(AOA) Safety and Compliance Working Group, 
and Co-Chair of the UK Wildlife Hazard 
Management Forum.  So, it’s safe to say 
safety is a priority for Ben.  
 
When it came time to film a new safety 
induction video for London Biggin Hill 
Airport, it was important for the team to 
create something engaging that would help 
embed the ideas and values needed to keep 
everyone safe and compliant within the 
airport.

Summary

Altitude Angel and 
London Biggin Hill Airport 
case study
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London Biggin Hill Airport is the UK’s fastest evolving business aviation airport. 
Over the last decade, sustained investment in new hangars and infrastructure has 
attracted global business, and there are today over 70 companies employing more 
than 1,400 people on the 500-acre site.  

Resident companies include Bombardier and Formula 1 – both major tech 
innovators employing highly skilled engineers, interns and apprentices, making 
London Biggin Hill one of the biggest job creators in Bromley.  

London Biggin Hill strives to be London’s preeminent full-service business aviation 
airport providing its customer with a safe, discreet and rapid transfer through 
the airport. You might think that drone operations would be at odds with London 
Biggin Hill’s privacy and discretion. In fact, the team are keen to work with drone 
operators. 

Drones at London Biggin Hill Airport 
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London Biggin Hill Airport UTM ready 
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The benefits of safe drone integration led Ben and his team, in conjunction with 
Biggin Hill Air Traffic Control, to implement Altitude Angel’s GuardianUTM platform 
at London Biggin Hill. Previously, drone operators had made requests to fly within 
the airport’s airspace by phone or email. Now, with GuardianUTM drone operators 
can digitally request approvals, making the process safer and more efficient.

“We want to make it as easy as possible for drone operators to request permission 
to fly within the ATZ (Aerodrome Traffic Zone). We want to reassure everyone that 
we work with drone operators, rather than against them, to ensure the safety of 
passengers that are travelling to and from the airport.” 
Ben Spiers, Head of Safety and Compliance at London Biggin Hill Airport
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With multiple operators working out of London Biggin Hill Airport, there are plenty 
of people that need to be trained and vetted by the airport. Part of this process 
includes making sure everyone is working to the same high standard of safety, 
which includes watching a safety induction video, created by London Biggin Hill 
Airport and now endorsed by the UK CAA. 

And while the video could have been shot from the ground, Ben knew that you’d 
get much more engagement with aerial footage. 

“Shots taken from the air give people a real perspective of the airport and its 
entirety. We wanted to ensure that we catered for all types of learning needs and 
styles with a film that was both clear and engaging.”  
Ben Spiers, Head of Safety and Compliance at London Biggin Hill Airport 

Elevating safety videos

“There’s a common misconception that 
drones in an airport are unsafe, but 

when they’re controlled and the right risk 
assessments are being done, they can 

actually be highly beneficial.” 
Ben Spiers, Head of Safety and Compliance at 

London Biggin Hill Airport
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The team knew a drone would be a great way of getting the footage, and the 
videographer recommended a drone operator. 

“Quinton was already registered on Altitude Angel’s platform, so we could see his 
pilot ID and flight history. Quinton also had one of the highest approvals you can 
get with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) so we felt confident we would get the 
footage we needed.” 
Ben Spiers, Head of Safety and Compliance at London Biggin Hill Airport 

The pilot in question was Quinton Quayle, who since 2017 has been running a 
drone services business. 

“There are many serious applications for drones: to inspect buildings, surveys, 
thermography, 3D modelling, mapping, that sort of thing. Then there’s the fun 
element: using the drone as a floating camera, enhancing it with handheld 
cameras, and a bit of animation to make content for people.”
Quinton Quayle, Director at Quayle Industries Ltd

Quinton actively seeks enhanced permissions to provide better services to his 
clients. This means that he can fly higher than the drone code usually permits (up 
to 750 feet) as well as extended line of sight operations. And, because Quinton 
uses Altitude Angel’s drone planning tools, Ben could see that he had plenty of 
experience, including within other Flight-Restricted Zones (FRZs). 

Drone operations

Aerial footage of Safety Vehicle at London Biggin Hill Airport 
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Quinton’s use of Altitude Angel’s Drone Assist and Operator Portal meant planning 
and approving his flight was easy. 

Aerial footage of London Biggin Hill airport from their safety video

London Biggin Hill’s new safety induction video is far more interesting, far more 
engaging, and far more effective thanks to Ben and Quinton’s work. It goes to 
show how drones can be a real benefit to airports, and Quinton hopes it will help 
more airports see what they can do with drones. 

London Biggin Hill Airport have used Altitude Angel’s GuardianUTM to improve 
safety and efficiency in their approvals process.  

Elevating airport operations

“I’ve been using Altitude Angel’s 
planning tools since I started operating 
commercially. They feature very heavily 

in my planning and are a good way for 
me to quickly risk-assess the airspace 

before I start a flight. I like the fact that 
they give me the ability to quickly see air 

and ground hazards. I find it a nice robust 
system. Easy to use, and I swear by it.”  

Quinton Quayle, Director at Quayle Industries Ltd 
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Altitude Angel was founded by Richard Parker in December 2014, with a singular 
vision: integrate drones into the airspace, safely, securely, using cloud technology.   

Altitude Angel is an aviation technology company which creates global-scale 
solutions to enable the safe integration and use of automated drones into 
global airspace. Its purpose-built cloud platform, supports both U-space and 
Unified Traffic Management (UTM), and delivers market-leading services to 
drone operators, manufacturers, and software developers. Altitude Angel’s 
innovative solutions enable users to access a rich source of real-time airspace, 
environmental and regulator data.   

Altitude Angel’s core technology platform is GuardianUTM.  It provides an 
integrated portfolio of scalable and robust digital communications services 
to aviation stakeholders, national drone registration solutions and integrated 
identification services to deliver comprehensive protected airspace management 
solutions.   

Altitude Angel provides drone operators free access to planning tools such as 
Drone Assist, dronesafetymap.com, and Operator Portal. These tools allow drone 
operators to efficiently plan and request approvals in UTM Ready zones, where 
both land access manager and airspace authorities have integrated their locations 
into the GuardianUTM platform. 

Altitude Angel is also leading the advancement of drone superhighways in the 
sky, enabling deconflicted automated drone flight to build a scalable drone 
solution to benefit society, businesses, and industry, on level and fair terms, 
accessible to everyone. 

About Altitude Angel
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The information outlined in this document is intended to provide a general overview of Altitude Angel’s GuardianUTM™ solution. Details 
and specifications are correct at the time of publication and may be subject to change. The information in this document may not be used 
without written permission of Altitude Angel.
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